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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Rania Kaur
Staff Writer
STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS MAY BE
POSTPONED — House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has
requested to delay the State of the Union Address,
scheduled for Jan. 29, due to the ongoing partial
government shutdown. Although President
Donald Trump has yet to decide on whether he
will honor Pelosi’s request or not, he did tweet,
“While a contract is a contract, I’ll get back to
you soon!” Pelosi has expressed that she would
rather have the State of the Union Address after
the government has reopened. On Jan. 20, Trump
took to Twitter where he claimed that the House
Speaker was becoming a “radical Democrat,” and
accused her and the other Democrats of acting
with the 2020 federalelection in mind. Trump also
refused to provide U.S. military transportation
for her planned congressional delegation trip
to Afghanistan and Belgium. Last year was the
Presidents first State of the Union Address, in
which he primarily discussed his immigration
plans, including the wall on the US-Mexico
border.
BEIRUT DECLARATION ALLOWS SYRIAN
REFUGEES TO RETURN HOME - On jan. 20,
Arab leaders agreed to encourage the safe return
of Syrian refugees to their homeland. Twenty
countries took part of the summit and called
this the Beirut Declaration. Lebanon initiated
the return of the Syrian refugees, as it currently
hosts hundreds ofthousandsof them, after Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad regained his control
of most of the country. Syria was also reinstated
into the 22-country Arab League. The next Arab
economic summit will be held in Mauritania’s
capital in 2023, allowing for four years to complete
the objectives discussed at Sunday’s meeting.
NEWS
CHICAGO POLICE OFFICER SENTENCED TO SIX
YEARS IN PRISON FOR MURDER- Chicago Police
Officer Jason Van Dyke, convicted of shooting
17-year-old Laquan McDonald in 2014, was
sentenced to six years and eight months in prison
on Jan. 18. When Van Dyke arrived on the scene,
he was there for less than 30 seconds before firing
16 shots, fatally shooting Laquan. In the initial
report, police supervisors deemed it a justified
homicide before the public pressed for the
unreleased footage of that night. Van Dyke was
initially charged with six counts of first-degree
murder and 16 counts of aggravated battery,
however, last year he was found guilty ofsecond-
degree murder and 16 counts of aggravated
battery. Many have criticized this sentence as too
light, given that Van Dyke could be released in
three and a half years if he shows good behavior.
Prosecutors suggested a prison sentence of at least
18 years in prison.
PULITZER PRIZE WINNING POET MARY OLIVER
DIES AT AGE 83 - Poet Mary Oliver diedon Jan. 1 7
at the age of 83 of lymphoma in her home in Hobe
Sound, Florida. One of America’s most popular
poets, Oliver won both the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Award inher lifetime. She won the
Pulitzer for “American Primitive” in 1984, and the
National Book Award for Poetry in 1992 for her
book “New and Selected Poems.” Oliver is most
famous for writing about the natural world. One
of her most quoted poems is “The Summer Day,”
in which she wrote “Tell me, what is it you plan
to do / with your one wild and precious life?” Her
most recent work was the 2017 book “Devotions:
The Selected Poems of Mary Oliver” published by
the Penguin Press.
THE STATE NEED GRANT RECIEVES UPDATES -
Washington State Governor Jay Inslee proposed
additional funding to the State Need Grant, which
gives college students across the state need-based
financial aid. The budget proposal would give
an additional $103 million to the program in
2019-2020. This would guarantee that by 2022,
roughly 93,000 students whose families make
either $61,500 or less for a family of four, will get
help paying for college. In addition, it will get a
new name: the Washington College Promise
Scholarship. The scholarship covers public
and some private schools, as well as apprentice
programs. The program hasn’t been fully funded
for the last decade, and between 22,000 and
34,000 students who qualified didn’t receive any
money from the state.
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S MARCH PROTESTERS
CONFRONTEDBY CATHOLICSTUDENTS-Avideo
went viral over the weekend showing dozens of
students, some in particular later identified from
an all-male Kentucky Catholic school, wearing
MAGA baseball caps staring down at Native
Americans who were singing in Washington
D.C. The Native Americans were there for the
Inaugural Indigenous Peoples’ March, which
coincided on the same day as the annual March
for Life. In the video, a group ofteens are thought
to be intimidating the person chanting, who was
later identified as Nathan Phillips, an elder with
the Omaha tribe. One teen stared the elder down,
smiling in what many called a mocking manner.
This garnered controversy, from progressives
criticizing how the teen behaved and offering
support to Phillips, to conservatives defending the
teen and his behavior.
Rania can be reached at
rkaur@su-spectator.com.
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INCOMING SGSU PRESIDENT SEEKS TO AMPLIFY STUDENT VOICES
Jordan Lo
Volunteer Writer
Azrael Howell, Seattle University’s
current Student Body President
at Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU), comes from a
background that is unlike the typical
perception of an undergraduate
student—he is an adult learner
student with four children of his own,
returning to school for his bachelors
degree. Despite these differences
however, Howell remains steadfast in
his hope to help students realize that
their voices have the power to affect
change on campus.
As president, Howells biggest goal
for the year is to raise the student
voice and to help remind students of
the power that their voice can hold
over an institution.
“A lot of students, they come here,
and they’re here for an education, but
they don’t understand that without
them being here, this would not exist,”
he said. “It’s the same thing in a retail
establishment. Without customers,
you close down. Who has the power?
It’s not the managers and stuff like
that. It’s the people who come into
the store.”
Howell is no stranger to elected
student office, having previously
served as Associated Student Body
President at Everett Community
College, where he earnedhis associate
degree prior to transferring to Seattle
U as an Alfie Scholar to pursue a
degree in psychology.
Everett CommunityCollege, he said,
put a greater emphasis oh utilizing
the student voice and opinion in
administrative decisions than here
at Seattle U, but he stresses that this
university has started making strides
towards involving more students in
decisions that can affect them—such
as hiring processes for staff. However,
he said there is still more that the
school can do to involve the opinions
of the student body.
One of the ways students can begin
to use their voice, he said, is to fill
out the State of the Undergraduate
Student Survey because he thinks
it is instrumental in giving SGSU
the information it needs to better
represent the needs of the student
population. The survey is open
until Jan. 31.
To support his goal of raising the
student voice, Howell wants to help
the Seattle U campus become more
interconnected because he says
that the current state of interclub
and organizational interaction is
very fragmented.
“Thatsupport for clubs is important,
and SGSU needs a connection with
those clubs and all the other services
as well,” he said. “Supporting students
is the idea and that being in fractals
creates more complications for getting
the student voice out there.”
By connecting the seperate clubs and
organizations around campus, Howell
hopes to make the environment of
Seattle U campus life more supportive
and caring for the student population.
He wants students to have a system
to fall back on in times of need,
whether through Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS), a club,
or another group on campus.
He stresses, however, that these
services and support systems cannot
just exist—they musthave the funding
and capacity to provide their services
to many students, which, he notes,
they currently seem to lack.
Howell does not yet know how
specifically SGSU will help bridge
this gap or get more funding for these
support systems, but he is aware that
the foundation of any good system is.
built on solid relationships.
Jess Juanich, Executive Vice
President of SGSU, said that SGSU
is working to be more proactive in
enlisting the aid of other campus
organizations when planning
and running events that focus on
student welfare.
“I know in the past, SGSU has
wanted to host events with [CAPS,
Health and Wellness Crew, etc.], but
we’d just slap the logo on, and not
have the communication beforehand,”
Juanich said.
Regardless of how student
government approaches the issues
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Azrael Howell, current Student Body President, hopes to instill in students that
their voice can make a change in the community.
they seek to address, Carol Cochran,
director of the Alfie Scholars program,
is confident that the president will be
able to find a solution.
“He’s so incredibly thoughtful,”
Cochran said. “He forces you to
think outside of traditional confines
and outside the box. He is very
passionate about higher education....
He very much fits the mission at
Seattle University.”
Howell said that one of his biggest
hopes is for students to realize that
their voice matters on campus; it’s all
JANUARY 23,2019
about choosing to speak up.
“I can’t do it alone. I need the help
of everyone to do it. To me it is one
of the most important things because
without the students, this would
not exist. Let’s raise that voice. Your
voice. Your power. Use that power
every single day that you step on
this campus.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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ETHICS BOWL CHALLENGES COMPETITORS WITH NUANCED CONVERSATIONS
Logan Gilbert
VolunteerWriter
“Ethics Bowl is basically like speech
and debate on steroids.”
This is how Tatianah Summers,
a sophomore biology major with a
minor in philosophy, chose todescribe
the Ethics Bowl.
The Ethics Bowl is a new program
at Seattle University—it’s like any
regular debate event, but it focuses
on controversial ethical issues, and
it scores students based off of their
approach and analysis, rather than
“winning” or “losing.”
It is the second year of Seattle
U’s participation in the event, and
they are already competing in the
national competition happening
in March. The competition covers
controversial issues such as artificial
intelligence, structural racism, and
sports policies regarding intersex and
transgender athletes.
Summers said preparation primarily
involves research.
“You start by getting a list of 15 cases
and you do about six to eight weeks
of research,” Summers said. “Once
you get enough research, you start
building some type of moral case for
or against the idea.”
For Summers, getting involved
with the Ethics Bowl seemed like a
good step in her education, especially
with all of the ethical issues in the
medical field.
“I saw that they won regionals last
year and I was interested in what it
was,” Summers said. “I’m a biology
major and also getting a minor in
philosophy, so getting into ethics bowl
just seemednatural to me. I really love
ethics and all the issues that we get
to argue.”
Senior Philosophy Major Maggie
Roberts said that after research
comes scrimmaging.
“Our coach comes up with
possible questions that could be
asked in competition, and we
practice responding to them in a
prepared format as we would in
a round,” Roberts said. “We call
this scrimmaging.”
6 NEWS
The team boasts a wide range of
students with different areas of study,
which they believe serves to their
advantage, given the different ethical
areas that the team gets prompts for.
The team is headed by Ben Howe,
a philosophy professor at Seattle U
who specializes in ethics. To him,
the advantages of having students
with different specializations is very
clear in Ethics Bowl. He also thinks
that the Jesuit method of education is
important because it gives students a
wide base ofknowledge that they can
apply to the competition.
“Ethics Bowls show some of the
educational value of having a core
curriculum,” Howe said. “We do a lot
of philosophy...but we also use a lot
of other academic disciplines because
we are dealing with cases that involve
things like genetic engineering.
To Howe, ethics is a field that asks
a lot of questions that there are not
necessarily answers for, and because
there is no wrong answer, the main
thing students have to learn to do is
to come up logical arguments for their
solutions to ethical issues.
“[Ethics are] interested in cases
where good people with good
intentions could disagree with one
another,” Howe said.
This is apparent not only when
competing with other schools,
Summers said. There are some
cases when people on the team
have different ideas about what is
ethical or how to approach arguing
their solutions.
“I was in charge of a case about
Amish midwives. Idid a ton ofresearch
about it, brought all that information
to the team and then we started to
discuss the moral implications of
them practicing,” Summers said. “We
usually come to a consensus, but
sometimes we can disagree, which is
the beauty of our team. We have such
diverse ideas and outlooks on life that
it allows us to get the full picture and
ideaof each case.”
The bowl seems to work like most
other intercollegiate debates, but it
does have a few key differences. One of
the key differences, Howe said, is that
the teams are not necessarily arguing
against each other. He believes that
this is important, given that it shows
how people can engage in a discussion
of serious issues without it turning
into an argument.
“It’s not really antagonistic,”
Howe said. “Teams don’t really
have to disagree with one another
on their positions. The emphasis
of Ethics Bowl is more about how
nuanced [the teams’] analysis is on a
particular policy.”
The team will compete this March
in the National Ethics Bowl in
Baltimore at the annual conference for
the Association of Professional and
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Practical Ethics. The team also plans
to compete in April at the University
of Washington small Ethics Bowl
located at the Washington Women’s
CorrectionalFacility.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
COMMON TEXTS INVITE COMPLEX CAMPUS CONVERSATIONS
Arielle Wiggin
Volunteer Writer
This coming fall, incoming Seattle
University students will arrive on
campus with books in hand, one of
those books being Ijeoma Oluo’s “So
You Want To Talk About Race.” Oluqs
book sets out to distill complex topics
of race, white supremacy, and an
assortment of its ensuing effects into
approachable discussion points for a
wide variety ofreaders.
A board of 15 members of the Seattle
U community selected this book as the
Seattle U Common Text for 2019-20.
The common text, as many students
remember from their first year, is a
resource selected for every incoming
class of students to read.
The boardstarts out with more than
20 books and pares down the selection
over the course of a year. The books
are usually chosen long in advance of
Welcome Week, but the selection of
Oluo’s book was particularly unusual,
as it was chosen in conjunction with
Harriette Shelton Dover’s “Tulalip:
from My Heart” about a year ago
according to Director of Orientation
Programs Leah Quinn.
The books were both favored during
the process of selection for the 2018-
19 common text. Dover’s book was
eventually selected in order to to open
the conversation about indigenous
life in Washington to coincide with
the opening of Vi Hilbert Hall. The
selection of “Tulalip” as the common
text for 2018-19 marked “the first step
the university has taken to involve the
entire community in a conversation
about indigenous life,” Director of the
Indigenous People’s Center Christina
Roberts said.
Themes oftackling white supremacy
in “Tulalip” will continue in Oluo’s “So
You WantTo TalkAboutRace.” Roberts
is looking forward to discussing some
of Oluo’s work in this book that she
sees as particularly pertinent to many
Seattle U students. Dover’s “Tulalip”
brings up issues around the “layers
of gatekeeping” regarding how some
stories are shared.
There is a disparity in who gets to
tell their own story: The introduction
to “Tulalip” addresses how hard it was
to get Dover’s works published in the
way that she intended, without her
portrayal of her experience altered to
be more comfortable for a primarily
white audience. This theme is
continued in Oluo’s book, and Roberts
hopes that it will help lift some of the
misunderstandings students may
have about why certain voices are
not heard.
“There is a connection with
the violence in the educational
system—it was built as a mode
of institutionalization,” she said.
“There is a growing awareness of
modes of education as something to
be reconsidered.”
There was also a recognition that
the work on Oluo’s book would need
to be done in a very particular way.
Its selection as the common text was
delayed so the board could build a
robust, structured discussion,
The content in this book will not
uniformly impact eachstudent, as each
student brings their own background
and experience to campus. In order
to provide a structure for students to
learn with this book over the summer,
and address the impact of the book
on individual students, the school
will send out a pre-reflection sheet
with questions and things to consider
while reading.
Ruchika Tulshyan is a lecturer in the
Communication department, and she
said that reading the book has given
her students the language to describe
aspects oftheir own experience. In her
experience using thebook in her class,
Reporting For Social Change, the
conversations the book opens about
racism, privilege, microaggressions,
and the school-to-prison pipeline,
among many more, are necessary
and feel a lot better when everyone
is reading the same text, as opposed
to having these conversations out of
the blue.
“Changing demographics in
Seattle are a reality,” she said. “The
ability to have culturally competent
conversations about race is crucial.”
Tulshyan hopes that after reading
this book there will be a greater
understanding ofhow race affects not
only students of color, but also white
students and faculty.
While Oluo’s book seeks to provide
readers with a base understanding
of the impact of white supremacy,
Roberts isconcerned that “white youth
socialized in white communities” may
not have the toolkit to process a lot of
what is in this book.
JANUARY 23,2019
“There are so many moments I am
excited to talk about, but also a little
anxious to do so in a climate that
deals with white fragility and white
liberal identities.”
The editor maybereached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SMASH BROS. COMPETITION SUSPENDED FOR GAMBLING
Michaela Moore
VolunteerWriter
Super Smash Bros., the video game
franchise that has brought people
together since its first iteration, was
released in 1999. It is a game that
attractscasual and competitive gamers
alike and at Seattle University, one
group likes to take Smash to the next
level. Smash @ Seattle U competes
against schools like the University
of Washington (UW) and welcomes
people from Seattle U and anybody in
the area who wants to join.
Lately, the club finds itself in a
difficult position. For years, Smash
@ Seattle U has run tournaments. At
these tournaments, participants must
payan entryfee ofafew dollars toenter,
and at the end, all the money collected
is awarded to the top participants.
The tournaments, however, have been
stopped indefinitely to ban the way
the club has run the gaming events.
According to the head of the club,
Nolan Orloff, Conference and Event
Services (CES) told the club that
collecting money and giving out prizes
would be considered gambling, which
could threaten the status of the club.
So, if the Smash club had been doing
this for so long, what exactly changed?
The sixth large-scale tournament
held bytheclub was scheduled for Nov.
4, but on Nov. 1, the club had to back
out and cancel. It was brought to the
attention of CES by someone outside
of the club that Smash @ Seattle U
gave out prize money to competitors
during their tournaments.
The club was given two choices: to
function as usual and continue to hand
out prize money while losing club
recognition (meaning they would lose
all access to rooms, storage, and forgo
school branding), or to follow the
school’s policy and run tournaments
without money.
Seattle U has had gambling licenses
in the past, which allowed clubs to
practice gambling under Washington
law, but the school did not renew their
license for the 2018-19 year. The club
was not aware of this until they were
brought into a meeting in November.
8 NEWS
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Thefightinggame Super Smash Bros. Ultimate launchedand has since been a smash hit on the Nintendo Switch.
After the meeting with CES,
members of the group rallied
together to dig deeper into
Washington state gambling laws,
and they believe that the payout of
their gaming tournaments does not
constitute gambling.
Orloff said that the University of
Washington runs their tournaments
“the same way and way more often
than Seattle U.” During the meeting
with CES, they discussed that because
UW is a public school, the rules
may be different from those of a
private institution.
Smash @ Seattle U has been
trying to figure out a way to do their
original tournament style without
consequence, but the club said that
this has been difficult due to the lack
of communication from the school.
Orloffwas told by CES that they could
talk to the Seattle U legal counsel
about reinstating paid tournaments,
but despite various efforts to reach
out, Smash @ Seattle U has not heard
anything back, even after being told
they would be put in contact with
resources to assist them in figuring
out a solution.
CES was contacted multiple times
for comment, but was unavailable by
the time of this article.
“We just want to get it figured out,”
club member Matthew MacDonald
said. “For example, other schools
run tournaments for charity which
it seems like we can’t even do that at
this point. We just want to go back to
where we were.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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MCCARTY LEAVES SEATTLE U WITH LEGACY OF CELEBRATING INCLUSIVITY
Ashley Nelson
Volunteer Writer
Jimmy McCarty, the director of
the Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA), is leaving his position at
Seattle University to become the new
director of the Center for Equity
and Inclusion (CEI) at University of
Washington (UW) Tacoma. He has
been working with Campus Ministry
and OMA for four and a half years,
participating in projects to promote
equality and inclusion on campus.
McCarty found his way into the
Seattle U community after moving to
Tacoma with his spouse, Desiree. At
the time, the position of Minister of
Social Affairshad opened up at Seatde
U, which perfectly fit his previous
experience. He started in the summer
of 2014 soon after police killed
Michael Brown and Eric Garner. He
began working with Tyrone Brown,
an assistant director of OMA, who
was planning a die-in protest of
police brutality.
McCarty continued collaborating
with OMA, and in the summer of
2017, he became director of OMA
after Czarina Ramsay, the previous
director, resigned.
His roles included representing the
office at various events, making sure
students’ needs were met, and leading
training sessions on diversity and
inclusion. He has led many projects
to help students who identify with
a minoritized community, the most
recent being the new food pantry
that will open on Jan. 23, which will
supply food to students who struggle
with food insecurity. He has also
worked with various clubs around
campus to organize events, like Queer
Thanksgiving and Queer Prom.
In his new position as director of
the CEI at UW Tacoma, he will be
doing much of the same work. There,
he will bring some of the lessons he
has learned while working at Seattle
U and specifically with OMA. He
said that he will keep in mind lessons
like the importance of collaborating
with students, as well as collaborating
institutionally with many departments
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Jimmy McCarty leaves to return to his home ofTacoma in order to join University ofWashington Tacoma’s Centerfor Equity
and Inclusion.
across campus. He is excited to
transition into this new journeyin this
career but will dearly missSeattle U.
“I’ve lovedmytime at Seattle U. I have
had some of the best colleagues I’ve
ever had here,” McCarty said. “When
I speak about meeting our students in
all of their humanity, I believe Seatde
University has been able to do that for
me in really important ways.”
McCarty’s new position better fits
the work he originally intended to do,
which is to work with faculty around
inclusive pedagogies and inclusive
classrooms. The CEI at UW Tacoma is
currendy expanding and experiencing
a reboot in response to student
activism, so this is an opportunity to
transition into that community. Since
McCarty currendy lives in Tacoma,
the commute will be exponentially
shorter and allow him to spend more
time at home with his family.
Ramsay worked on promoting
intersectionality in the structures
of the office while she was director
of OMA, and McCarty expects
that legacy will continue. McCarty
cherishes celebration of minoritized
communities and hopes that OMA
will continue to do so as well.
“Be intentional about not only
focusing on difficulties but also
recognizing there are a lot ofbeautiful
things that come out of minoritized
and marginalized communities and
their experiences.” he said.
Throughout McCarty’s time here at
Seatde U, he has made a huge impact
on the community and people he has
JANUARY 23,2019
worked with.
Zyaire Cheatham is a first-year
student who worked with McCarty on
OMA’s new food pantry, and she said
that he helped her feel more at home
on campus.
“One of my first visits to OMA,
Jimmy greeted me and made me feel
so welcomed,” Cheatham said. “He’s
very kind, and in the short time that
I’ve known him, I know he actually
cares about the students and making
sure that they feel comfortable at
Seattle University.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Stands as a controversial
symbol of feminist
activism from the past two
years. This remains especially
true today, as critics accuse the
movement of only representing
the limited agenda of white,
affluent, cisgender women.
"I have been going to feminist
marches since I was [a student]
in college," Theresa Earenfight,
the program director of Seattle
University'sWomen and Gender
studies, said. "The [marches]
have always been such an
important part of what I think
of as consciousness-raising
and solidarity... I watched a
lot of fracturing of this over
questions of race and religion,
ethnicity and national origin,
and they are all really important
points that people are making
and I had always envisioned
feminism as an encompassing
movement. But I realized that it
hasn't been and I am troubled
by that."
In the weeks leading up
to the march, there were
allegations of anti-Semitic
affiliation on the behalf of
one of the main organizers,
Tamika Mallory. Since the
12 FEATURES
inception of the Women's
March, there have been many
accusations concerning the
lack of intersectional unity with
all women.
It is hard to associate this
deeply flawed vision of the
Women's March and National
movement with the supportive
and inclusive Seattle Womxn's
March. The rally was moderated
by Colleen Echohawk,
executive director of Chief
Seattle Club, and Monserrat
Padilla, the coordinator with
the Washington Immigrant
Solidarity Network.
These women set the stage
for the speakers who would
follow them, including Poet
Hanan Hassan and ChrisTiana
ObeySumner, a member of
Seattle's Commission for
People with Disabilities. By
including women of different
backgrounds, the Womxn's
Movement strives to represent
an intersectional approach
to feminism.
"I have learned a tremendous
amount from this organization
and the amazing women
involved in it," said Christy
Marx, one of the members of








teams. "I've seen so much
hard work and dedication go
into this weekend and all of
our other events throughout
the year. We're all volunteers,
so everyone involved does
this work because they're truly
passionate about what we're
doing. It has been amazing
to see what this diverse,
dedicated group has been able
to accomplish together."
There is very little that
connects the marches, despite
by taylor mckenzie
their mutual foundings in the
wake of President Donald
Trump's election. Perhaps
the most obvious difference
between SWMF and the
National Women's March
movement is the spelling.
All related accounts and
advertisements in Seattle are
deliberate to use the spelling of
"womxn" in an effort to respect
the trans community and to
promote intersectionality.
SWMF and the national
movement also differ in
their intended outcome of
the marches. The national
movement promotes the
political message of #women's
wave. This hashtag is meant
to represent the "Women's
Agenda" which includes a
number of policies that are
meant to be a "work plan" for
Congress. These policies are
largely concerned with the goal
to end violence against women,
to protect reproductive rights
and achieve economic justice.
In contrast, the SWMF has
no direct policy motives. It
instead intends to "build
power" through workshops
and community events. This
power is not seen as a physical
force or judged based on
government impact, but rather
in the languagelof mental,
physical, and spiritual health.
"When I come out to the
March, it's so nice to think that
other people have the same
opinions, that they're just as
angry as I am," Nina Penner, a
high school student from the
Seattle area, said. "It's just nice
to know that I'm not the only
one thinking this."
In order to spread this
message to as many people
as possible, the SWMF is
supporting the message of
marching, acting, and honoring
Martin Luther King, Jr. and
his approaches to peaceful
protesting. There is an overall
emphasis on building power
through connection prompted
by workshops hosted by the
SWMF and local activists.
Abiel Woldu is the youngest
member of the Seattle MLK Jr.
Organizing Coalition and is in
charge of their online presence.
"We were hesitant at first [to
workwith theSWM F]beca u sewe
are a multiracial, predominantly
POC organization and have
been for years," Woldu said.
"We didn't want people
coming in trying to manipulate
our beliefs and silence us. We,
however, embraced their ideas,
support, and humbleness while
keeping our values and vision a
top priority."
The theme for this year's MLK
March was "Affirmative Action
= Justice." This is meant with
regard to Students for Fair
Admissions vs. Harvard, the
lawsuit that is said to threaten
the fate of affirmative action.
While this case was mentioned
throughout the rally preceding
the march, only a few of the
speakers focused on that issue
in particular. One of the rally
speakers was Reverend Kelle
Brown, Ph.D., who also spoke
at the Womxn's March two
days prior.
"It is important to remember
who Martin Luther King really
was because humans often
treat white supremacy and
do so haphazardly with a
history that they don't have
to remember," Brown said at
the MLK March. "They think
that the dream was simply to
go to sleep and to wake up
with everything well, that the
dream was for the privileged
and cast the oppressed into a
continual nightmare."
In addition, to speaking at
rallies, Brown is the lead pastor
at Plymouth Church Seattle
United Church of Christ.
The Seattle Womxn's March




commenced their activities by
honoring the indigenous tribes
whose land has been stolen and
whose lives are not prioritized
by the U.S. government.
In addition to these
similarities, the spotlight was
on women and their impact
on their communities. Almost
all of the speakers addressed
the different ways that they are
affected not only by sexism but
also be racism, transphobia,
and ableism.
"If we come out today doing
whatwe're doing," Seattle High
Schooler Karina Morel said.
"We're not doing nothing. I
think that's the most dangerous
thing in these critical times—-
just sitting there and doing
nothing and not being a voice
for people who don't have the
same rights."
An unintended side effect
of both marches was the
unexpectedly high rate of
mothers who came to the
eventswith their children. While
movements are not typically
known for being family events,
there is an understanding that
both the Womxn's March and
the MLK March are not meant
only for the current generation,
but to make life better for
everyone who comes after it.
"This has been a part of my
world since the 1960s... I was
aware of all these marches
going on and it was a big
deal," Earenfight said. "I don't
think it's over, I think there is a
next stage, and I don't know
what that stage is, but I think
we need to creatively and
collaboratively envision what
that next stage is going to be."
At the march, Brown offered
her vision of what the next
step of intersectional activism
should look like.
"There is nothing, nothing
more holy than calling bullshit
on evil. There is nothing more
holy than standing for what is
right. But friends, today I am
here to put some of my energy
into your lives because I am a
person of hope. I can watch all
the things that are happening
and know that we have not
come this far to give up now.
All is not lost! Be encouraged,
there is hope... as long as
there is breath in your body
there is the ability to turn
things around."
Taylor may be reached at
tmckenzie@su-spectator.com
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SPILLING THE TEA ON BOBA: CAP HILL’S BEST BUBBLE TEA LOCATIONS
Kristen Nielsen
Volunteer Writer
If there is anything that can bring
together a swarm of Seattle University
students, its bubble tea. These cafes
are perfect for students as they offer
busy, comfortable atmospheres that
attract a young consumer base.
This unique drink originated in
Taipei, Taiwan as a simple milk tea
with tapioca balls. As the sensation
spread, bubble tea began to evolve
with new areas picking it up. Today,
bubble tea can be anything from the
original milk tea with tapioca to fruit
juiceswith a variety of different jellies
and beans in place ofthe tapioca.
It wasn’t until the 90s that bubble
tea (or boba) became popular in the
United States with the immigration
of Taiwanese people. Starbucks
was also becoming popular
simultaneously, meaning many
Americans (and especially Seattleites)
were already hooked on teas and
coffee. Boba flourished best in
international districts across the West
Coast, becoming most successful
in California.
Justin Huang, a junior international
student studying business from
Taiwan, says that he was pleasantly
surprised by the boba in the U.S. He
noted that the milk used in Taiwan
does taste better, though has little
complaint otherwise.
“America has more variation in
their boba than Taiwan,” Huang
said. Though he attests this to the
probability that “it’s more popular
here, and Taiwan has other popular
drinks people get other than boba.”
Though it seems the United States’
boba is comparable to Taiwan’s, it is
hotlycontested which state specifically
has the best boba.
Junior Renee Soliman, a business
student from California, holds firm
to her opinion thather home state has
the best boba.
“California’s boba is just fresher,
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and it’s a lot more abundant,” Soliman
said. She also appreciates that in
addition to the boba locations being
more accessible in California, there is
more variety.
Soliman also , comments that
there are places for traditional boba,
experimentalboba, quiet atmospheres,
excitable atmospheres, and just about
everything in between.
Personally, I had never heard of
boba before coming to Seattle. It
quicklybecame apparent that this was
an almost offensive thing to admit. I
was immediately ushered to Oasis
to be educated.
Oasis is arguably one of the most
popular places among students for
boba, with two locations in Seattle
alone. The larger and busier location is
in InternationalDistrict, offering food
unlike its Capitol Hill counterpart,
which is a huge selling point
for customers.
Upon visiting, it became apparent
the target demographic is young. Pop
music was blasting, and the interior
was brightly colored and decorated.
Customers were gathered around
tables, busying themselves with games
such as pinball and Jenga.
By staying open late, Oasis allows
students to enjoy boba at hours
convenient for them. Their employees
are also young, furthering the
atmosphere they achieve with then-
music and decor.
Sharetea is a newer boba location,
sitting only an arm’s reach from Seattle
University’s Campion Hall.
“Sharetea is more convenient for
SU students, it’s so close to campus,”
Kelly Hsu said, a junior at Seattle U
studying business and law, who works
at Sharetea. Hsu began working at
there as in her opinion, it has some of
the best boba in Seattle.
“Sharetea just gives you more boba,
lets you customize sugarand ice levels,
and isn’t powdery like Oasis’ tea,” Hsu
claims. “Theboba is made every hour
to keep up with the amount of people
coming in.”
My visit to Sharetea was brief
compared to my visit to Oasis. The
space was minimalistic in comparison,
and far quieter. There were less
places to sit, and less people taking
the opportunity to do so. However,
I found that there were many ways
to customize my order, and if I had
more knowledge about my actual
preferences, the experience probably
would have been very satisfying.
This convenience paired with
customization makes Sharetea a
favorite among many Seattle U
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Share Tea, a local bubble tea restaurant, located by Broadway andJames.
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Showcase ofvarious tea’s available at Oasis Tea.
students, though the atmosphere that
Oasis offers is unique and appealing.
Depending on what you might be
looking for, there’s a boba place for you
whetheryou want a place to socialize
comfortably with games and food
to keep you busy, or a quick place to
pick up boba made precisely the way
you want.






The long-awaited conclusion to
M. Night Shyamalans unexpected
trilogy is finally here with his newest
installment, "Glass.”
Taking place not long after the
events of “Split,” Kevin Wendell
Crumb (James McAvoy), better
known as “The Horde,” is still on the
loose with all 24 of his vastly different
personalities and kidnapping those
who aren’t “broken.”
On his tail is invincible—expect
when in water—David Dunn (Bruce
Willis), who has, after the events of
“Unbreakable,” taken up the mantle of
the vigilante known as Overseer and is
hot on the heels of The Horde.
During a confrontation between
the two, they are taken by Dr. Ellie
Staple (Sarah Paulson) to a compound
that has been holding the incredibly
intelligent Elijah Price (Samuel L.
Jackson), or the titular Mr. Glass due
to him suffering from osteogenesis
imperfecta that causes his bones to
break easily, who has been held there
since “Unbreakable.” Staples job is to
eradicate their illusions that they are
superheros and convince them their
abilities do not exist. From there,
chaos ensues.
This film really shows off the whole
spectrum of Shyamalan. Let’s start
with the good. The first 20 minutes
of this movie were the perfect start
to “Glass.” Dunn investigating and
chasing The Horde is easily the best
part of the movie. The performances
of the main three as well deserve
great praise. It’s great to see Bruce
Willis and Samuel L Jackson together
again, on screen, after “Unbreakable,”
even though those scenes are few and
far between.
Willis and Jackson almost
effortlessly step back into the shoes
of the characters they played close to
nineteen years ago. However, make no
mistake about it, the main attraction
here is James McAvoy. As he did in
“Split,” he produces a performance of
the ages as the twenty-four different
personalities of The Horde. He slips
in and out of each personality with
seemingly no effortand it’s an absolute
joy to watch.
McAvoy makes each personality
so distinguishable and different that
he’ll have you quivering with fear as
The Beast, laughing at the nine year
old Hedwig, shocked at Patricia, and
feeling heartbroken for Kevin. Anya
Taylor-Joy returns as well as Casey,
who escaped The Horde in “Split,” to
deliver much of the emotion in the
film. The use of color by Shyamalan
is exquisite as well. Every character
embodies a color throughout the
movie and as do those closest to them.
He directs much of the movie very
well and the cinematographer really
shines during some scenes, scenes
that follow McAvoy roller-skating and
following Jackson roll down the hall
while a fight takes place in the back
are breathtaking.
This brings me to the average part
of the spectrum of Shyamalan. After
a pulsating opening, the film almost
takes a step back. Once all three
main characters are housed in the
psychiatric facility, the pace really
slows down. Much of these scenes
are filled with clunky psychological
exposition by delivered by Paulson,
who does her best with what she’s
given. However, I didn’t mind the
slow-down so much as I was willing to
go with where Shyamalan was taking
his story. I was also disappointed with
the fact that Willis and Jackson were
almost relegated to the background
in certain scenes. Dunn’s son Joseph
returns to “Glass” as well withhis own
side story that I feel deviated too much
from the main arc of the story. While
I did say Shyamalans direction was
good for the most part, in finale, he
insists on using point of view cameras
that make it hard to focus of what’s
happening in the scene. This leads me
into the not so good of Shyamalan.
All of Shyamalans films are filled
with grand ideas, whether they work
or not is another matter, and “Glass”
is no different. True to form, plot
twists do occur in the finale and I
feel they start to make the film feel
the ridiculous. Thankfully, it doesn’t
Picture courtesy of IMDB
go completely down the rabbit hole,
as Shyamalan pulls back before the
positive aspects of the earlier acts are
drownedout.
If I’m being honest, whether or not
you like the film might come down to
the ending. I certainly think it could
be polarizing and will certainly make
for interesting conversation. For me,
I wasn’t the biggest fan of it which
certainly took away some enjoyment
of the film. I just felt the ending caused
the trilogy to go out with whimper
instead of the roar it deserved.
All this being said, there’s enough
here to enjoy and convince me that
JANUARY 23,2019
Shyamalan really is back and can
deliver a film full of spectacle and
grand ideas as well as give us different
kinds of superheros than the ones
we’re used to.
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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AND THEN I GOT FIRED: ADRESSING TRANS EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION
Alexandra Carrasco
Staff Writer
Gay City, Seattle’s center for LGBTQ
people, hosted the show “And
Then I Got Fired: On Being Trans,
Unemployed, & Surviving Anyway.”
The show was held on Jan. 17-19 in
Capitol Hill, presented and hosted by
J Mase III. The show presented and
gave space for trans artists of color
to share the reality of living in today’s
society with focus on the difficulties
for (un)employment for trans people.
Their art and message was depicted
through a collection ofpoetry, dance,
and song. Ranging from comedy, self-
reflection, and humbling acts, the acts
were intended to share stories and
address common struggles^
J Mase III, is a Black-Trans-queer
poet and educator from Philadelphia.
Mase works with LGBTQ people
from Canada, UK, and the US,
based in Seattle. He mainly works
on LGBTQ+ rights and racial justice
in schools and universities, as well as
faith communities.
Mase’s work has been featured in the
New York Times, Buzzfeed, the Root,
Teen Vogue, MSNBC, and Black Girl
Dangerous. He also boasts the title of
the founder of awQward, the talent
agency for trans and queer people
of color. According to the show’s
program, Mase is currently working
as the head writer of the theatrical
production, Black Bois, and is the co-
editor of the #BlackTransPrayerBook.
The show’s title and main focal point
was an ode to a time when Mase was
faced with inequality in the workplace
and was terminated from his job for
being trans. In a comical haiku poem,
Mase had two words for his ex-boss,
inappropriate but appropriate for a
dislikable boss of the sort, then tied
in the rest of the poem to convey the
message of standing up for oneself in
times of distress while also moving
forward in life with a positive outlook.
The first performer, Deja Baptiste,
spoke a self-reflecting poem in a
remorseful tone that swung back and
forth to an uplifting and strong tone
about the “rights and wrongs” ofliving
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in a binary-specific world. Baptiste
would later return to center stage to
perform a healing dance with a sexual
tone about expression of freedom and
self-love of the body.
Baptiste is an artist who creates
spaces for spiritual and communal
exploration in regard to sacredness,
identity, history, and spirit. She
develops and publishes articles,
podcasts, and vlogs. She is currently
trying to base her profession in
New York City.
The secondperformer, Jade Dynasty
also began with a poem, highlighting
her life by experiencing an abusive
society that often leaves her without
work. However, she is by no means
weak, as she rises every single day so
she can get paid. Dynasty also later
returned to perform a healing dance.
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An artistperforms a heartfeltpoem about working in a world ofsexual divsion, juxaposed with phrases from the poem pro-
jectedbehind them.
Dynasty is a national
multidisciplinary performing artist
and sex worker advocate of Dutch/
Indonesian decent. She is now based
in Philadelphia but calls Seattle home.
The final performer, Scarlett
D’Giacomo, is “an amorphous
cloud of psychic energy from the
constellation Cassiopeia temporarily
occupying a human form.” D’Giacomo
performed a long meditative poem
of song with main themes of rebirth
from degradation.
To summarize the lasting impact
of the show, the performances are in
support of the LGBTQ communities.
Similar to GayCity’s main purpose,
the show facilitated accessibility,
developed LGBTQ artists, and is
committed to providing a challenging
and dynamic artform ranging across
various disciplines.
GayCity provides a home and
community by providing resources
and optionsfor wellness ofthe person.
In connection to resources and
services in the Seattle area, one can
use GayCity’s Resource and Referrals
Database, library, and can speak with
staff and volunteers. As the leading
provider of HIV and STI testing in
King County, services also include
advice and HIV/STI testing in relation
with Out of the Closet Thrift Store.
Alexandra may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
2019 OSCAR NOMINATIONS AND WINNING PREDICTIONS
Frances Divinagracia
Managing Editor
The 2019 Oscar nominations
were released yesterday morning,
filling film enthusiasts with both
excitement and dismay over the
Academy’s choices. The ceremony,
which will air Feb. 24 on ABC still
remains hostless.
Alfonso Cuaron’s “Roma”—a black
and white film set in Mexico released
exclusively on Netflix—and Yorgos
Lanthimos’ “The Favorite”—an oddly
comedic period piece—tied with the
most nominations of the year, both
claiming ten each, including Best
Picture. “BlacKkKlansman,” “Black
Panther,” “Bohemian Rhapsody,”
“Green Book,” “A Star Is Born,” and
“Vice” were also nominated for the
category. If I had to guess, I do think
that it will come down to either
“Bohemian Rhapsody” and “Vice” for
the winner.
Spike Lee, director of
“BlacKkKlansman,” received his very
first Best Director nomination, and
many fans of his films, including
myself, rejoiced in this overdue
recognition. Bradley Cooper did not
receive a nomination for directing “A
Star Is Born,” but was nominated for
Best Actor for the film.
All the directors included in the Best
Picture category—except for Peter
Farrelly for “Green Book”—were also
nominated for Best Director. Instead
of Farrelly, the Academy nominated
Pawel Pawlikowski for his black-and-
white film set in 1950s Poland, “Cold
War,” which isalso nominated for Best
Foreign Film along with “Roma.” I
predict it will fall between Cuaronand
Lee for this award, but I will honestly
be content with either one winning.
Many film enthusiasts were also
shocked to learn that “Won’t You Be
My Neighbor?” and “Three Identical
Strangers” were not included in the
Best Documentary category, but
I am hearing a lot of excitement
surrounding the original Hulu film
“Minding the Gap.”
The Academy nominated Yalitza
Aparicio for Best Actress in her
performance in “Roma,” making
history as the first Indigenous woman
to be recognized for this accolade.
Her co-star, Marina de Tavira, was
also nominated for Best Supporting
Actress. Both women join a short
list of Latina actresses nominated
for Oscars, who usually never win in
this category.
I am very thrilled over “Black
Panther” earning recognition across
the board with a total of seven
nominations, including Best Costume
Design, Best Sound Mixing, and Best
Original Score. I do wish Michael B.
Jordan received a Best Supporting
Actor nomination for his antagonistic
role as Killmonger, but regardless, the
possibility of “Black Panther” winning
any of these categories would be a
huge achievement.
This year, I realized mytrue loveand
fascination for animated films, and I
feel very secure in my prediction that
“Spider-man: Into the Spiderverse”
will take home the Oscar for Best
Animated Feature, with “Incredibles
2” coming in close second.
I am also looking forward to fidning
out which film will be taking home
the Oscar for Best Original Score.
While it might possibly go to Ludwig
Goransson for “Black Panther,” I
am holding out for Nicholas Britell
for “If Beale Street Could Talk” and
Alexandre Desplat for Wes Anderson’s
second stop-motion animation film
“Isle of Dogs,” as they are both two of
my favorite film score composers.
As a film major, and also an overall
film lover, the nominations were what
I expected for the most part, but I
am a little disappointed that many
of my favorite movies of the year
were snubbed.
There were so many films, directors,
screenwriters, cinematographers,
and actors that deserved more
acknowledgment from the Academy.
Ari Aster’s directorial debut and
indie horror spectacle, “Hereditary,”
needed a Best Original Screenplay
nomination. BarryJenkins’sophomore
film, “If Beale Street Could Talk,”
easily deserved a cinematography
nomination. Timothee Chalamet’s
Picture courtesy of Vulture.com
performance in “Beautiful Boy” is
the best ofhis career and should have
gotten him a Best Actor nomination.
Do not get me started on how much
I think Boots Riley and his satirical
semi-dystopian tale surrounding the
interconnectedness of racism and
capitalism, “Sorry To Bother You,”
certainly should have warranted some
sort of attention.
Nonetheless,this year’s nominations
included so much more diversity in
JANUARY 23,2019
films—especially in comparison to
last year’s nominations —and will pave
the way for further representation
in Hollywood.
Frances may be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES - STAY ACTIVE THIS WINTER QUARTER
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
Going to school and living in Seattle
can be cold and gloomy in the winter.
For some, the weather can be very
off putting and discourage people to
get up and go outside. However, if
you can get past the gloomy weather,
there are so many beautiful and fun
outdoor activities.
Outdoor activities like skiing,
hiking, and rock climbing are available
nearby. Junior Seattle University
Mechanical Engineering student,
Katey Murphy, talked about her
favorite outdoor activities: ski touring
and alpine climbing.
For those who are not well-versed
in the world of mountaineering-
related activities, ski touring is similar
to backcountry skiing where one
skis (tours) in the backcountry on
unmarkedor unpatrolled areas. Alpine
climbing is the classic form of rock
climbing, with the goal of ascending
up a mountain to gain summit.
Murphys favorite place for those
activities are the North Cascades,
Mt. Baker, and Stevens Pass. These
activities can require some equipment
and skill, so feel free to check out
UREC for outdoor resources, gear,
and guided outings.
“Skiing and mountaineering offer
all sorts of entertainment from joy
to type 2 fun, fresh air, amazing
views, and of course great exercise,”
Murphy said.
She loves winter and the snow
because it allows her to do some ofher
favorite outdoor activities. Murphy
does not let a little cold or rain get
in her way. But if you are someone
who prefers to stay warm and dry,
she suggested Seattle Bouldering
Project (SBP), where you can try
indoor bouldering.
Another less thrilling, but just
as beautiful outdoor activity, is the
Volunteer Park Conservatory. Now
until Feb. 28, the conservatory is
offering free admission to all. Visit
the conservatory for a scenic, peaceful
stroll through one of Seattle’s huge
Victorian glasshouses to experience
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a variety of threatened plants. The
conservatory was built over one
hundred years ago to connect and
conserve environments and plant
species from around the world, as it
still does today.
In addition to UREC, Seattle U
also offers an outdoor running club.
Each week, members, and prospective
members, can pick which days and
difficulty they want to go on. Each
run is ledby a club memberwho takes
the group on an active scenic tour of
the city. First year Pre-science major
and Thursday run leader, Koshin
Matsushima, said that his run takes
the group on a four mile run to and
from volunteer park, but ifrunners are
looking for something longer they can
go on the Wednesday run toand from
Olympic Sculpture Park. Both ofthese
runs allow the group to experience
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Pioneer Square, downtown Seattle, is an amazing lightshow during the night; tourists are heading out regardless of the cold
to enjoy the sights.
the city, and wonders on the outdoors
while also getting their steps in for
the day.
“I think running outside is way
different than running on a treadmill
because you can get bored of it, but on
the streets you can see more of Seatde,
and it doesn’t get boring,” Matsushima
said.
If you are looking for a way to get
active or motivation to run, he urges
those who are interested to check out
the SU Running club. “We’re still a
pretty new club, so we’re still trying
to get new members to come out. So,
if you’re into running, or want to get
into running then come join us.”
Matsushima’s interest in the
outdoors has inspired him to take up
nature photography. Kerry Park is one
of many places in Seattle Matsushima
enjoys photographing. He said the
sunrises from Kerry Park are stunning
and well worth getting up early for.
Lastly, just off campus every Sunday
from 11am to 3pm is the Capitol Hill
outdoor market. Every week vendors
set up their tents and showcase a
variety oftheir products, ranging from
fresh, organic fruits and vegetables,
delicious pastries and bakery items,
to tamales and horchata. Visiting the
outdoor market is a great way to get
involvedand support localbusinesses.
It is also an easy way to stock up on
healthy, fresh foods to help fuel your
body with necessary nutrients to stay
healthyduring flu season in thewinter.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE U’S BASEBALL TEAM TAKES A SWING INTO THE 2019 SEASON
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Men’s Baseball
team is less than a month away from
playing the first games of their 2019
season. The Redhawks are now,
preparing to take the bases for their
first series which will come against
the University of Nevada Las Vegas
(UNLV) Feb. 15 through Feb. 17.
“The guys are definitely buying in,”
Head Coach Donny Harrel said. “But
still, you can do everything you can to
prepare and some anxiety comes up.
So, it will be based on us controlling
our excitement or nervous level and
getting them to play comfortable.”
Seattle U is coming off an
impressive 2017-18 season. The
team went 34-23 overall, the second
most wins in program history. This
was the third time in the nine-year-'
old programs history they recorded
more than 30 wins.
During the Redhawks’ 2017-18
season, Seattle U was one game short
of advancing to the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) championship
game against New Mexico State, who
the Redhawks lost to earlier during
WAC tournament play. The Redhawks
fell short to Sacramento State 12-7
after they climbed their way back
from a 10-3 deficit.
Seattle U lost seven seniors at the
end of the 2018 season. Then seniors,
right-handed pitcher Austin Hansen,
utility player outfielder Cameron
Sterne, utility player Curtis Perrin,
Dalton Hurd, catcher Jack Reisinger,
catcher/first basemen Lucas Denney,
and infielder Sean Sutton have
ended their time here at Seattle U
to make way for younger players to
come in. These players have some
big shoes to fill.
“We’re very young. It’s the youngest
team we’ve had since 2012 due to
graduation and the professional draft.
We’ve also lost some kids coming into
the professional draft, so we got young
SPORTS
really quick. Never spent so much
money on diapers for our program
because we’re that young,” Harrel
said with a laugh. “It’s a good group.
They’re talented, we just need to get
them seasoned very quickly because
obviously the jump from high school
to Division I athletics is a big jump.”
As the Redhawks enter into their
2019 season with their youngest
class since 2012, the organization
inked thirteen new players for the
class of 2022.
“I’d say compared to last year, we
have established a good comradery
with the team,” Junior right-handed
pitcher and finance major Tyler
Yeh said. “I’d say that’s a heck of a
lot better than it was last year and
could use that to piggyback on our
success for this year.”
The young team faces off against
top competition as Seattle U will
face cross-town rival University of
Washington, Minnesota, San Diego
State, Washington State University,
and Arizona State University in
between conferenceplay.
“Right off the bat, we start with
UNLV, who has always been a pretty
good team, we’re definitely going to
have a tough schedule, but we’reready
for it,” Yeh said.
Coming off a season in which
he set a Seattle U single-season
record for runs, Junior infielder and
business management major Austin
Lively agreed that the opening series
will be crucial.
“I think that first big test is going to
UNLV and seeing how we compare
to them and if we’re able to hold our
own, then we’re off to a good season.”
The Redhawks have a tough in-
conference season ahead of them
with other WAC teams like Grand
Canyon University returning all of
theirplayers.
“We’ve got some very mature teams.
Grand Canyon returns everybody and
won it last year. SAC State returned
their whole pitching staff as does New
Mexico State, so we’ll be the diaper
dandy in the conference too,” Harrel
continued. “It’ll be the toughest
conference that we’ve gotten since
we’ve gotten into the WAC, which is
good for all of us.”
The Redhawks have their home
opener at Bannerwood park Feb.
22 against University of Nebraska
Omaha. The WAC tournament will be
held in Mesa, Arizona May 22-26.
Caylah may be reached at
climning@su-spectator.com
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The Seattle University Women’s
Basketball team went head-to-head
this past Thursday against Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) rival New
Mexico State University (NMSU).
Although away from the Redhawk
Center, the team put up a good fight.
The first quarter proved promising
with Senior guard Madeline Dopplick
scoring 13 points off the bat. Junior
Joana Alves also made her mark in
the first quarter, sinking two free
throws within the first two minutes of
the game. After just one quarter the
Redhawks showcased their offensive
potential, putting up a total of
23 points scored.
At halftime, the score was 33-
31 with Seattle U leading by a slim
margin. The Redhawks were resilient,
but NMSU came out of halftime
ready to score, taking the lead and




Men’s Basketball had two home
games this week to continue Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) play. On
Thursday, against New Mexico State
University (NMSU), .the Redhawks,
0-5 in the WAC, were defeated by the
Aggies, 3-1 in the WAC, by a final
score of 60-87.
The Redhawks struggled in the
first half, shooting 27 percent for all
shooting attempts, leaving a halftime
score of 24-50 in favor of NMSU New
Mexico. The Redhawks looked much
better in the second half, shooting a
much-improved 50 percent from the
floor, showed much improvement for
field goal attempts as the Redhawks
scored for 50 percent oftheir attempts.
The first half deficit was too much
for the Redhawks to overcome, they
were defeated at the Redhawk Center
by a final score of 60-87. Junior
20 SPORTS
increasing it to 19 points at one point
in the third quarter.
Ultimately, the Aggies were able to
hold onto their lead and took the win
by a finalscore of 75-55. Othernotable
performances included Junior Olivia
Crawford, Junior Kamira Sanders,
and Sophomore Leilia Orji.
With a briefbreak before facing the
Universityof Texas Rio Grande Valley
(UTRGV), the team had a chance to
regroup before traveling for an away
game yet again.
On Saturday the Redhawks
continued their trend of impressive
first half offense. Heading into
halftime, the Redhawks held the lead
several more standout performances.
With some players scoring in
the double figures and Dopplick
and First-year Courtney Murphy
both connecting on their three-
pointers, the Redhawks’ offense
proved resilient.
UTRGV responded to the strong
offense showcased by Seattle U, but
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Seattle U Men’s baskestball team plays
at home against New Mexico State.
Delante Jones led the scoreboards
for the Redhawks with 18 points.
Junior Myles Carter added 13 points
ofhis own.
“New Mexico State played really,
really well tonight,” Head Coach Jim
Hayford said in a postgame press
conference. “We’re having to gain
some valuable experience right now
and the hardest part of experience
is gaining it.”
During a post-game press
conference, Hayford acknowledged
the importance of team chemistry
when dealing with injuries, such as
the Redhawks fought on. Another
strong showing by Junior Carla Bieg
propelled the Redhawks further as
their offense demonstrated their
skills, but UTRGV still held on. At
the end of the third quarter, the
scoreboard indicated a very close 51-
48 lead for the host team.
At the start of the fourth quarter,
the game remained close as both
teams fought for every point.
Seattle U held a brief 53-51 lead,
Junior Matej Kavas who is out with
a knee injury. He said the team must
adapt and step up in times ofdifficulty
while improving together as a team.
On Saturday, the Redhawks
faced the University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley (UTRGV) who are
2-3 in the WAC and came up short
at their second home game of the
week. UTRGV would defeat the
Redhawks, 67-62.
Against UTRGV, there were nine
lead changes throughout the game.
Carter led the game with a career high
of 28 points in addition to collecting
nearly half the Redhawk rebounds,
hauling in 15 rebounds out of the
team’s collective 33.
“It’s growing pains, we are a young
team with a young bench and people
have to step up,” Carter said in a
postgame press conference. “If one
guy is out of sync, it hurts the team.”
The Redhawks will continue WAC
play in Chicago on Jan. 24.
but UTRGV scored nine consecutive
points to take it back. In the end,
UTRGV took the win 69-56 after a
hard-fought battle on both sides.
The Redhawks will continue with
their season this coming Thursday
where they will face Chicago State.
The game will take place at Seattle U’s
own Redhawk Center at 6:00 p.m.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Men’s Tennis
Men’s tennis kicked off their first
matches of 2019 against Portland
State University (PSU) at University
of Oregon on Saturday and continued
against the University of Oregon
on Sunday.
The team would collectively lose to
the Vikings 6-1 over all competitions.
Junior Alex Chan took a singles
victory for the Redhawks in three
sets: 5-7, 6-1, 10-7. The Vikings
would dominate the three doubles
matches played.
The following day, Seattle U fell 0-7
in both singles and doubles to ranked
number 32, Oregon. Despite two
defeats this weekend, competitions
against PAC-12 teams are valuable
experience before conference play.
Men’s tennis will face PSU again
on Feb. 2.
Alexandro may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U OFFERS FREE TICKETS TO THOSE AFFECTED BY SHUTDOWN
Myrea Mora
Staff Writer
“THEIRDOORS ARE CLOSED BUT
OURS ARE OPEN!” reads the graphic
posted on Seattle University Athletics
website and social media.
This graphic accompanied the
announcement that stated as of Jan.
11 Seattle U Athletics is offering
free admission to home women’s
and men’s basketball games for
federal employees and their families
through the remainder of the federal
government shutdown. The shutdown
impacts many individuals and their
families, so Seattle U acted to bring
free entertainment to those who
SEATTLE U STUDENTS’ GUIDE TO FREE WORKOUT CLASSES
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
For some college students seeking
to increase their weekly exercise, a
tight budget and busy schedule is the
main hindrance. For others, it can
be hard to find motivation and yet
for others, it comes down to finding
the right workout facility. Luckily,
Seattle University is located centrally
on Capitol Hill and is surrounded by
a variety of workout facilities all with
something unique to offer.
Right on campus is Seattle U’s very
own Redhawk Center. The fitness
facility offers workoutclasses multiple
times a day by certified UREC
fitness instructors. All students
need to do is pay a $5 yearly fee and
they have unlimited access to the
workout classes.
Aside from the on-campus fitness
facility, there are many other fun,
different types of workout classes.
Foundation Crossfit can be found
next to the Ferrari Store on 12th Ave.
Foundation Crossfit offers crossfit,
non-crossfit, personal training,
nutrition counseling, and more. They
also offer a free trial class for first-
time athletes. Chepk out their online
calendar for their free “Community
Crossfit Classes” to try one of their
are affected.
Any federal employees who
would like to take advantage of this
opportunity can claim tickets at the
Seattle U Ticket Office located in the
O’Brien Center on weekdays or at the
Redhawk Center an hour before a
game begins.
A valid ID will need to be shown
when purchasing tickets. The
employee and their families can
receive free tickets while supplies last.
Seattle U’s Athletic Department’s
marketing team noticed various
universities throughout thenation and
the Seattle community participating
in different ways to support those
who are not being paid for their work.
workouts today.
Under the Douglas apartments,
right across from the field, is Live,
Love, Flow—a business that offers
cycle and yoga classes. They have
a special one-week free unlimited
pass for first-time athletes. With
this pass, you can experience the
different yoga and cycling classes
they offer throughout the day, seven
days a week.
Emerald City Trapeze Arts is
another business that offers free
trials, just for a different kind of
workout. They offer free trial aerial
silks class for newcomers. Aerial
silks is a form of acrobatics where
performers do a variety of tricks while
hanging fromfabric.
The workout class is designed to
teach beginners the basics of aerial
silks, but also challenge the body
through strength and flexibility.
Junior Nursing major Maddie
Twight is a former aerial silks
class attendee.
“I started going because they
had a free class and I wanted to try
something new, fun, and exciting,”
Twight said. “The first time I went,
we did things like learning how to
tie knots that hold you up when you
are in the air, how to balance on
them, and how to position yourself to
With theknowledge that sports are an
excellent way to bring a community
together, they decided that they
would provide free entertainment
for government employees to
basketball games.
Seattle U Athletics Department’s
Director of Communications Sarah
Finney comments on the action
Seattle U’s athletic department
is taking.
“Community is always number
one for Seattle U,” Finney said.
“Supporting people who are in a
tough situation is a great thing to do
right now.”
The department posted this
information online in hopes of
protect your joints. It wasn’t a lot of
tricks but was a hard-enough workout
and helped for the classes following.”
On the corner of Jefferson and 12th
Ave., Arcaro Boxing is located next
to Nate’s Wings and Waffles. Arcaro
offers a free trial class for those
interested in boxing. Arcaro offers
classes for all levels of boxers.
OrangeTheory Fitness also offers a
free trial class to those interested in
their facility.
Junior Criminal Justice major
Ashley Seebold is a current member
at OrangeTheory.
“I really enjoy seeing how my body
and heart work in relation to exercise
and intensities. It has made me realize
what areas of my body are more fit
versus others,” Seebold said.
OrangeTheory offers one-hour
JANUARY 23,2019
spreading the word about the
promotion and possibly attracting
new fans who will remain in support
ofthe school after the shutdown ends.
“Free entertainment is a way to
get out and do something with your
family, it’s also a benefit for us to
possibly find a new fan,” Finney said.
Depending on the length of the
shutdown, federal employees could
gain free entryinto Seattle U Women’s
Basketball games against Chicago
State Cougars on Jan. 24 and again on
Jan. 26 against Kansas City.
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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workout classes led by an instructor
who puts you through an entire
workout that rotates between weights,
treadmill, and rowers.
They track your heart rate with
a heart rate monitor so you can
explicitly see how many calories you
are burning, what your current heart
rate is, and how hard your body is
currently working.
“I also like the coaches because they
push you, but not in an overpowering
and aggressive way, like other typical
gyms,” Seebold said.
Free trial classes are a great
way to experiment with different
types of workouts and find a class
or environment you truly feel
comfortable in.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
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LION KING: LIVE ACTION
OR ANIMATED?
This summer, Disney will continue its journey to remake all their classic mov-
ies from your childhood with “The Lion King.” To say that I’m not excited for
this would be a huge lie. Jon Favreau returns to the directors chair after the
financial and critical success ofanother Disneyremake “The Jungle Book”. “The
Lion King” features an all-star cast ofvoices including Donald Glover, Beyonce,
Seth Rogen, Chiwetel Ejiofor, John Oliver, Keegan-Michael Key, and James Earl
Jones. It has all the makings ofa terrific movie. There is one litde thing I have to
make clear about this movie. This is just an updated, animated version of “The
Lion King,” not a live action remake.
I’ve heard many people call this live action which I just don’tthink is accurate.
Sure, there’s groundbreaking technology involved in the making of this film.
Carolyn Giardina wrote in an article for the Hollywood Reporter that the crew
of “The Lion King” had virtual reality headsets that enables crew towalk around
the environment like they’re really there. I’m in awe just hearing about that! But,
for it to be considered live action, I feel that the actors have to actually be bn
set’ for the filming. Despite the abundance of computer generated images, CGI,
in Favreau’s “The Jungle Book,” I still consider it to be live action by the skin of
its teeth. The actor playing Mowgli, Neel Sethi, is still running around and in-
teracting with his environment even though the film was entirely shot in a Los
Angeles film studio. Motion capture was used sparingly to make the animals
more anthropomorphic, as seems to be the case with “The Lion King,” but for
the most part, actors spent their time in the sound studio recording theirvoices.
However, for me, motion capture suits is not the deciding factor.
One actor who typifies live action movies is the brilliant Andy Serkis. Known
more for his motion capture performances than his normal ones. From Gollum
in “Lord of Rings” and “The Hobbit”, to King Kong, to Caesar in the criminally
overlooked “Planet ofthe Apes” trilogy, to, ironically, Baloo in his own version
of “The Jungle Book, Mowgli,” Serkis’ resume is full of amazing motion capture
performances.. What sets Serkis’ motion capture apart is that like Mowgli in
both “The Jungle Book” and “Mowgli,” he interacts in not only a real environ-
ment, but with real actors, not just a green screen. He was actually there on
set with actors like Elijah Wood, Martin Freeman, James Franco, and Woody
Harrelson. I still remember the goosebumps I felt when Caesar caught the taser
stick swung athim and yelled “No!” That was Andy Serkis catching TomFelton’s
hand! The new “Lion King” doesn’t have anything like that. It wouldn’t neces-
sarily need humans to be considered live action, but the actors would at least
have move and interact with their environment. While I look forward to some
stunning visuals in the new ANIMATED “Lion King,” those visuals are all CGI.
Without live interaction between actors on a set this film simply is not live ac-
tion.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMichelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, Sophia Wells, Josh Merchant, Jordan Kenison, Alec Downing, Michael Ollee, Sam Schultheis, and Emily
Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of Seattle
University.




Up frontI just want to clarify a few things — I know articles about the effects of
Fortnite on society is no hot take. This article is specifically talking about it pop-
ularizing dancing among middle schoolersand younger, and not among adults.
Finally, this is going toheavily biased by my upbringing as a white, straight man
in a landlocked state whose chief culinary delights are green chile and Rocky
Mountain oysters (look them up if you don’tknow.) Now, let’s jump out of this
battle bus and get this started.
Going home for winter break was a wonderful time where I got to see old
friends, my family, and most importantly my dog. While at a gathering of my
extended family, I got to see some of my second cousins who range from 8
years old to 15 years old. One of the main things that they wanted to show
off to the gathered grandparents, aunts, and uncles was the dance moves that
they had learned. So we gathered in a big circle around them all and then
they started flossing and doing the shoot and various other dance moves
popularized by Fortnite.
I’m sure these kids had never seen Fresh Prince, yet I watched them start do-
ing the Carlton better than I ever could. Over the past few months, I’ve noticed
kids dancing almost anytime I go to an event. Now I don’t want to sound like an
adult that doesn’t know what’s going on and hates on all trends that I don’t un-
derstand, but thinking back to when I was their age I would have never danced
like that or danced at all. Period.
Again, I am heavily influenced by my upbringing and also my disposition
as a quieter wallflower, but to me from what I remember from middle school
dances, it is mostly the few people that take dance classes flipping around in
the middle of the room while most of the boys stand around on the edges
afraid to get involved in the fun. It’s not that we didn’t want to dance, I think a
big thing was that we really didn’t know how. It was a cardinal sin among my
friends to do anything more than a simple head bop, for fear of being teased
for how our strange, gangly pubescent bodies would move. This fear locked me
to the side of the room at every homecoming, winter formal, dance off, flash-
mob, and boogie down from 6th to 9th grade, even though I saw how much
fun everyone was having.
Now as a semi-adult, I love to dance. I’ll do it anywhere. In an auditorium, in
a room full of strangers, walking down the street, anywhere as long as there’s
good music and no pressure. I think back to those days when I couldn’t and it
amazes me on how much I missed out on. This brings me back to my central
point, did Fortnite make dancing cool for middle schoolers, specifically boys?
Please if you know that answer, tell me. Was it just something else that trig-
gered this change, or am I fabricating this and projecting my experiences on
to adolescence as a whole.
Whatever the answer and whateveryou thinkabout kids who can’t do algebra,
spending hours shooting guns in a deathmatch I think it’s a generally positive
thing that it’s socially acceptable to bust a move without fear ofridicule.





Q® Hey Mama, I want to get my girlfriend a really good• first anniversary present. How do I earn some cash on
the side quickly and easily?
A I like to jump around on side hustles a lot. If you’re• okay with something long term, on-campus jobs are
* always hiring, and pay well! For shorter term things,
try selling old brand name clothes or electronics online,
participating in user studies (I do them at Microsoft), or doing
freelance work if you’re good at anything creation-based like
the arts or writing. Good luck!
QSoI’ve hada crush on this girlfor a while now, but* I’m not sure ifshe likes me back. She seems toflirt
with me a lot, but 1 don’t know ifshe likes girls, too!
How can Ifind out?
A You can always just ask! If that’s too direct or could be• awkward depending on her and your personalities, a
* good move could be talking about how you like girls or
girls you’ve dated in the past, and see if she seems to respond in
a reciprocal way. She could be wondering the same thing about
you, also afraid to ask! Worst case, it could just turn out that
she wasn’t flirting and is just a very confident friend. All in all,
that’s not a bad worst case scenario. Thanks for your question!
Qm I’m ajunior and all myfriends moved offcampus. It s• so hard to see each other now, andIfeel kinda lonely.
Aren’t collegefriends supposed to lastforever?
MJL • . That’s a common struggle 1 hear about. It can be jarring
" ** going from being able to drop by your friends’ dorms
whenever you want to having everyone live a mile or
more away. Luckily, transportation around here is pretty good,
and you can rely on discounted Orca cards and the Nighthawk
to take you to your friends on the cheap! Don’t stress too much
about how long your friends will last, you’ll meet new people
throughout your life, and those who are worth it will put in the
effort to stick around.
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